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GOOD MUSIC. Please enjoy 19 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, Rock Funk Rock Aerial Tribe Songs

Details: Aerial Tribe, vibe with the tribe SOUL MUSIC FOR THE HIP-HOP-ROCK GENERATION: For the

past four years, this low-down quartet has been conjuring up their original profound A intermix of R&B,

mutually exclusive dance, and funk brings the listeners a sound that is truly today's unique soul music.

Aerial Tribe recently recorded their second cd and will continue to tour and promote their music. MARIAH

CAREY MAY HAVE PAVED THE WAY FOR THE LEAD SINGER OF AERIAL TRIBE... but time and

patience have brought this singer/songwriter to where he is now. Patrick Evan (Patrique McMillan) started

his career in the music industry in the 90's, landing a gig as a background singer for Mariah Carey. With

his talent and a lucky break, Patrick was able to perform live and record with such artists as Michael

Bolton, Brian McKnight and C&C Music Factory. After 3 years on the road with Mariah, and a hefty

resume, Patrick moved back to his home town of Jacksonville, Florida where he formed the eclectic

nouveau soul band, Aerial Tribe.

___________________________________________________________ Amidst a time when the music

industry appears to be based on worldly trends and themes, Aerial Tribe's Age Of Aquarius intermix of

rock and soul seems to be just what the New World Ordered. Led by singer/songwriter Patrick Evan

McMillan (former background singer for Mariah Carey) this four piece band which includes Jared May -

bass, Jesse Cruce - guitar, Ryan LeRoy - drums deals mainly with the issues of life, love, and theories

within the realm of music. With the help of Jacksonville based producers Bat Sauce (Britt Trayhnam) and

Willie Evans Jr. (Niam Jones) Aerial Tribe turns natural talent into a collaboration made in heaven.

Baritone vocals that smolder on top of hip-hop grooves turn into rock raging hooks at what seems like the

speed of light. Aerial Tribe's mission is always compelling and never condemning. The message is the
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music and everywhere they play people vibrate with life.
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